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Or What I Learned About Lithium Batteries the Hard Way

RECHARGEABLE LITHIUM-ION 
BATTERIES FOR MAKERS



PROJECTS



PROJECTS MOTIVATING ME TO LEARN

100-WATT RMS PORTABLE NOISE MAKER 
NEEDS ~24V, 5A, 10 WH

TABLETOP GAME SCOREKEEPER 
NEEDS 3.3V, 200 MA, 10 WH

HOOD MAGNIFIER 
NEEDS 3.5V, 100 MA, 1 WH



- Short Bluetooth bike helmet runtime 

- Disassembled and found 800 mAh battery 

- Replaced with 2000 mAh 

- Better than double runtime 

- Required external mounting 

- Used Tic-Tac container 

- And bubble-wrap envelope 

- Velcro attachment to helmet 

- Still use built-in charger 

- Just takes longer

STARTER LITHIUM-ION BATTERY PROJECT



BOOM!



YOUTUBE EXPLODING LITHIUM-ION BATTERIES



BOEING 787 APU

GALAXY NOTE 7 
ON A PLANE!

THERMAL RUNAWAY / EXOTHERMIC REACTIONS



BASICS



- Won’t talk about single-use lithium metal anode batteries, e.g. CR2032 

- Completely different chemistry, not rechargeable 

- Rechargeable batteries commonly called “lithium-ion” or “lithium-polymer” 

- Some associate “lithium-ion” with metal-cased cylindrical batteries 

- Some associate “LiPo” with the squarish, plastic-cased batteries

TOPICS, TERMINOLOGY, SIZES



- AirPods: 24 mAh, 93 mWh each ear 

- iPad Pro: 10,300 mAh, 39 Wh 

- 136x40x16mm: 12,000 mAh 

- Estimate Wh = Ah * 3.7 V 

- Estimate Ah = Wh / 3.7 V 

- Tesla Model S with 100 kWh battery is like 

- 2,500 iPad Pro batteries 

- One million AirPods

TYPICAL CAPACITIES AND UNITS
10 Hours of Netflix 

~= 10,000 mAh ~= 40 Wh 

So Netflix on 
a 12.9” screen needs 

~ 1 A @ 4 V ~= 4 Watts

Note: 1 Watt-hour = 3600 Watt-seconds



ENERGY DENSITY 
POWER DENSITY



LITHIUM-ION VS OTHER BATTERIES



LIGHTER 
ELEMENTS

HEAVIER 
ELEMENTS

LITHIUM-ION 
BATTERY 

COMPONENTS

LITHIUM-ION 
BATTERY 

COMPONENTS

LEAD-ACID 
BATTERY 

COMPONENT



- Compare size: Tractor Fuel Tank vs. Trailer Tank

WHEN ENERGY DENSITY MATTERS

Lithium-ion batteries offer the best energy 
density, but aren’t even close to gasoline or diesel



TYPICAL CURVES



TYPICAL CELL DISCHARGE VOLTAGE AS CURRENT VARIES

NOMINAL 3.7 
VOLTS



DISCHARGE CURVES VS TEMPERATURE



TYPICAL CHARGE CHARACTERISTICS
Constant 
Current 
Charge

Constant 
Voltage 
Charge



GUTS



- Battery anode and cathode are molecular lattices 

- I think of them as having “parking spaces” for lithium ions 

- Lattice is happy with or without ions parked in it 

- Think of a snap fit pen cap 

- Energy required to get cap on or off, but not to keep it on 

- You can “park” an ion in the lattice with a forcing current 

- Chemists call this parking “intercalating” 

- Charging/discharging currents move lithium ions 

- Anode/cathode actually get a few % larger/smaller when charged/discharged 

- Galaxy Note 7 didn’t allow room for expansion 

- Not electrochemistry like in lead-acid batteries

MOLECULAR VIEW



Remember the huge 
range of power and 
energy density? Here’s 
why:

FLASHBACK



- Volume ratio of current collectors to anode/cathode drives current/capacity tradeoff 

- Charging moves lithium ions from storage in Cathode lattice to Anode lattice (R2L) 

- Discharging moves lithium ions from storage in Anode lattice to Cathode lattice (L2R) 

- It’s ion (charge) storage, not a reversible chemical reaction like lead-acid 

- Note absence of metallic lithium

COMPONENTS AND OPERATION
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BATTERY PACKS



WHAT DO THESE HAVE IN COMMON?

Yeah, they’re all battery packs, but can you be more specific?



HERE’S A HINT



INSIDE 18650 BATTERY PACKS

Some say 5 cells x 4V = 20V Some say 5 cells x 3.6V = 18V



INSIDE THE EGO BATTERY PACKS



- Battery packs and chargers are commodities easily replaced 

- Protection brains already in charger and battery pack 

- 3D print battery pack adapter 

- Maybe use boost/buck converter to get desired voltage/current

MAKER IDEA: USE COMMERCIAL BATTERY PACKS



18650



WHY ARE THEY CALLED “18650” CELLS?

18 mm 
Diameter

65 mm 
Length

Note “Protected” 
Cell length more like 69 mm

65 mm + Room 
for Other Stuff



INSIDE 18650



SIZE RELATIVE TO MORE COMMON BATTERIES



- 18650 is the de facto standard, focusing competition 

- Innovation happens around the standard in many areas

18650 SUPPORT INFRASTRUCTURE 18650 Battery with 
USB Port and 

Charger Built-In!



- Volume ratio of current 
collectors to electrodes trades 
off max current for max capacity - Vendors will offer batteries with 
different tradeoffs

FLASHBACK
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- Lithium-ion battery design tradeoffs 

- More capacity vs. higher discharge current 

- More capacity vs. lower cost

SCAMMERS, INFLATED CAPACITY, SOURCES Legit retailer 
selection criteria 

18650BatteryStore.Com

Scamster retailer 
on AliExpress

UltraFire claimed 5000 mAh 
on Amazon, w/measured mAh

http://18650BatteryStore.Com


- Terminology: 2P 6S means two cells in parallel, then six of those in series 

- Samples from AliExpress

BUILDING YOUR OWN 18650 PACKS



SAFETY



- Over voltage / over charge 

- Over discharge 

- Over current / short circuit 

- Over temperature (~80ºC) 

- Physical damage 

- Charging below freezing

MISTREATING LITHIUM-ION BATTERIES



- Start with two fully-charged 10 Wh batteries in series 

- Pull out 10 Wh, now each battery now has 5 Wh left 

- Now wire two more fully-charged 10 Wh batteries in series with the above and pull out 
10 more Wh 

- How much charge is left in each of the 4 batteries? 

- You might think the first pair would now be empty and the second pair have 5 Wh each 

- But the first pair uses some energy from the second pair for charging itself 

- Hazard comes in charing series strings with different states of charge 

- The most-charged cells quickly come up to max voltage (full charge) 

- Least charged cells keep pulling current through fully charged cells, pushing them past 
max voltage, inviting trouble

SERIAL CONNECTION HAZARDS
10/10 Wh 10/10 Wh

5/10 Wh 5/10 Wh

10/10 Wh 10/10 Wh 5/10 Wh 5/10 Wh



- Prevent over charge (over voltage) 

- Prevent over discharge (under voltage) 

- Prevent over current 

- Prevent over temperature 

- Balance voltage across cells in serial string 

- BMS gives basic protection, but balances by wasting charge, making heat 

- Capacitive equalizers redistribute charge from strong cells to weak ones

BATTERY PROTECTION, MANAGEMENT, AND BALANCING
CHEAP 6S BMS

GOOD 6S CAPACITATIVE 
EQUALIZER



IDEALIZED LITHIUM-ION BATTERY PROTECTION

Brains

VCharge VLoad



- Lead-acid batteries don’t need much thinking 

- Just stop charging when target voltage is reached 

- Lithium-ion batteries need: 

- Constant current, then constant voltage charge 

- Load disconnect for over current or over discharge 

- Per-cell voltage monitoring for imbalance detection and rebalance 

- Do brains go in charger? In battery pack? In each cell? In load? 

- All of the above? 

- Depends on what can be separated 

- Protected cells put protection in each cell, but not balancing

WHERE DO THE BRAINS GO?



- Inside 18650 

- Positive Temperature Coefficient (PTC) device 

- Effectively a self-resetting thermal circuit breaker 

- Current Interruptor Device (CID) 

- Circuit breaker driven by high pressure 

- Non-resettable 

- Scored burst disc 

- Thinner area on end of cell so ruptures don’t spread to other cells 

- Inside battery pack 

- Thermistor

SAFETY DEVICES



- Several different exothermic reactions are possible 

- Threshold for first reaction is about 80 ºC 

- Lithium-ion battery fires are self oxidizing 

- High charge/discharge currents cause internal heating 

- Charging below freezing reduces capacity 

- Causes metallic lithium plating on anode 

- NASA Mars helicopter Ingenuity energy budget 

- 58% of solar energy collected is used to keep batteries warm through martian night 

- Ingenuity uses the same Sony SE US18650o VTC4 cells you can use in your next 
project!

TEMPERATURE MATTERS
Solar 
Panel

Battery 
Electronics

YOUTUBE OCR BAIT: DOPAMINERGIC ZENER NEBULA



USER INTERFACE



- ESP8266 ADC range 0-1 Volt 

- Three diode forward bias drops subtracted from VBatt 

- Resulting voltage divided by three 

- Gives roughly 1-0.5 Volts as battery discharges 

- Voltage divider was already on MCU dev board 

- So I just added the diodes

BATTERY VOLTAGE MONITORING



90% of runtime 
drops battery 

voltage only 50%



90% of peak 
voltage reached in 
50% of charge time

NOTE THAT THAT DOESN’T MEAN 
BATTERY IS CHARGED TO 90% OF 

CAPACITY



PROJECT INTEGRATION



MCU BOARD POWER SECTION
0-5V ≤3.3V

3.2-4.2V



BATTERY HOLDER MCUS



LOOSE ENDS



- Changing voltage under 
load shows cell’s internal 
resistance going up - Cell is wasting energy as 
heat when charging and 
discharging

FLASHBACK



- Most batteries use Lithium oxides with Nickel, Manganese, or Cobalt 

- Alternative 1: Lithium-Titanate-Oxide “LTO” 

- Great round-trip efficiency, so great for solar projects 

- Fast charging/discharging because they don’t get hot 

- Longer cycle life, but higher initial cost 

- 2.4 V inherent voltage, so closer to lead acid 

- Robust in the face of abuse 

- Alternative 2: Lithium Iron Phosphate LiFePO4 “LFP” 

- Longer cycle life 

- Less inclined to thermal runaway 

- 3.2 V over most of discharge curve 

- Less energy density

ALTERNATIVE CHEMISTRIES

YOUTUBE OCR BAIT: DOPAMINERGIC ZENER NEBULA



PARTING SHOTS



- Tapped midpoint in series string 

- Mixed different states of charge in series strings 

- Didn’t use consumer battery packs 

- Didn’t lay out PCB considering battery size changes

MISTAKES MADE Power 
Amp

5 V
Reg

Raspberry 
Pi8 V

8 V

8 V
DON’T DO THIS!



- Lithium-ion most energy-dense common battery 

- Shapes: cylindrical or flat, rectangular (“LiPo” or “LiPoly”) 

- Sensitive to physical damage, temperature extremes, electrical abuse 

- Nasty fires possible consequence 

- Range 4.2-3.2 V, nominal 3.7 V, up to 35 A, up to 3500 mAh, 10 Wh for one cell 

- Combine cells to make packs for more voltage, current, or capacity 

- Trouble is possible when series cells are not well balanced 

- Protection circuitry “BMS” is required for packs 

- MCUs with battery holders neatly integrate charging, switching, and protection

SUMMARY: KNOWLEDGE BASE



- For handheld devices, use LiPo 

- Maybe simplify design with battery holder MCUs 

- They provide USB charger, USB UART serial port, power switch 

- No good LiPo battery connector standard, but at least Adafruit is consistent 

- Watch for JST connector pin spacing 

- Always watch polarity carefully 

- For energy budgets > ~10 Wh, use 18650 packs 

- Maybe use packs from consumer devices 

- Watch cell temperature and balance carefully if you build your own pack

SUMMARY: MAKER ADVICE



- Hood magnifier 3xAAA too small for 18650 replacement 

- Stretched spring to make 18500 fit

PROJECT OUTCOMES: EASY WIN

18650 3x AAA 18500



HAPPY ENDINGS

100-WATT RMS PORTABLE NOISE MAKER 
6X 18650 CELLS

TABLETOP GAME SCOREKEEPER 
103560 CELL



?
QUESTIONS


